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Blockchain Explained
How to Make Lots of Money in Cryptocurrency
*How to make tons of money in 
crypto: a checklist
1.) You can’t
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)
6.)
7.) 
8.)
9.)
10.)
11.)
12.)
*probably
Things to understand about Bitcoin
•Based on cryptography
•Digital
•Decentralized
•Transparent
•No banks/middlemen
•Anonymous
•A bunch of technologies working together
Cryptocurrency
What is Cryptography?
•The art of writing or solving codes
What is Encryption?
•The process of converting information or 
data into a code, especially to prevent 
unauthorized access
5
•Public Key = radio broadcast
•Used for encryption
•“username”
•Private Key = decoder ring
•Used for decryption
•“password”
Encryption 101
Okay, so?
•Private + Public key structure enables 
transactions (AKA getting paid and/or paying)
Person A
Public Key: 123ABC
Person B
Step 1
Person A
Step 2
123ABC
Ciphertext
Person B
Step 3
Private Key
That’s nice, but…
•…what keeps you from Copy + Pasting all your 
Bitcoins?
CTRL + C
CTRL + V
x10
Bitcoin/Cryptocurrency is a misnomer
Bitcoin/Cryptocurrency is a misnomer
Person A Person B
NO
Person A Person B
YES
Who keeps track of the spreadsheet?
Everybody!
Blockchain AKA Distributed Ledger 
Technology
Person A Person B
We interrupt this technobabble to bring you 
an important message:
More technobabble: Hash functions
A B C D E … V W X Y Z HASH
A B D C E … V W X Y Z HASH
Why are hash functions important?
Because Blockchain!
Person A Person B
Person B Person C
Transaction (AKA TX)
HASH


Where does cryptocurrency come from?
• Buy it with fiat currency
• Trade for it
• Get paid in it
• Mine it



Cryptocurrency and the law - US

Cryptocurrency and the law - International
•Europe is surprisingly accepting of 
cryptocurrency – mostly Switzerland
•Russia is considering an official cryptocurrency
•South Korea is all in
Blockchain and the law
•Way more interesting
•Up there with AI
•New ideas every day





Staying up to date
•Coinbase – cryptocurrency exchange
•CoinDesk – news on crypto assets and 
blockchain technology
•Blockchain.com – market and blockchain data
Thank You
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Jason Tubinis
IT Librarian
jtubinis@uga.edu
